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Camp Blanding Station Hospital in the War
Years
by George E. Cressman Jr.
reparation for and entry into World War II required
significant changes in the United States, especially for the
U.S. Army. Mobilization of manufacturing facilities created
noteworthy opportunities for women to work in jobs traditionally
considered the domain of men. Construction at camps and forts
drove substantial improvement for local economics still suffering
from the aftershocks of the great depression. And millions of
men-and a large number of women-entered military service.
During World War II, the U.S. Army underwent explosive
growth, reaching an ultimate size of eight million men and over
200 thousand women (over 60,000 nurses and 150,000 in the
Women 's Army Corps). These men and women, new to military
service, required extensive training to become effective soldiers.
Reception centers for new recruits were spread across the U.S.,
while training sites for this massive expansion were placed mainly
in the southern states.
Medical services were required to sustain the training sites;
men-and starting in 1943, women in the Women's Army Corps 1became sick or were injured in training. In addition, there was
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an increased need for training for men who would become "first
responders"-the corpsmen who served with the troops.
Camp Blanding, Florida, was a major training site during World
War II and its station hospital played an important role in meeting
the medical needs of the war effort. Originally a training facility
for the Florida National Guard, Camp Blanding was federalized in
1940. The site had facilities to house, mess, supply, and train two
army infantry divisions simultaneously. The first two occupantsthe 3pt and 43rd Infantry Division-found _a major building effort
still underway. 2 Eventually Camp Blanding was established as an
Infantry Replacement Training Center (IRTC) with a capacity of
40,000 men, making it the second largest IRTC in the U.S. 3 By the
end of the War, nine infantry division and an assortment of other
units had trained at Camp Blanding and IRTC had trained a total
of 165,224 men. 4
Establishing such a large camp necessitated the development
of medical facilities to accommodate trainees, training staff, and
camp administrative personnel. A 2,000-b~ d station hospital,
complete with all medical specialties, surgical, and dental services,
was planned. Construction of the Station Hospital began late in
1940 and was completed in mid-1941. Hospital staff grew as rapidly
as building construction; by mid-July 1941, staff consisted of 779
medical, 40 dental, and 11 veterinary allot:nient personnel. 5
understanding the transformation of medical care that
accompanied World War II is facilitated by the availability of
newspapers published at Camp Blanding, beginning with the
publication of The Bulletin in May 1941, followed by the launch of
the Bayonet, the weekly newspaper of the Infantry Replacement
Training Center, in the late fall of 1943. Finally, the camp
command center also published a weekly paper, the Camp Blanding
Report. These newspapers and newsletters provide insights into the
structure and functioning of the Camp Blanding Hospital as well as
daily life and recreation at the facility.

2
3
4

5

For a contemporary view of the building effort at Camp Blanding, see Lowell
Clucas, "Defense Comes to Our Town," SaturdayEveningPostl5 (March 1941):
36.
Camp Wolters, Texas, was the largest IRTC.
Captain William H. Willis, The Replacement and School Command, Army Ground
Forces Study No. 33 (Washington, D. C.: Army Ground Forces Historical
Section, 1946), 192.
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The Evolution of the Army Medical Corps in World War TI
For the U.S. Army, the 1930s were a period of contraction and
severe budget restrictions. The result was an army Russell Weigley
describes as one that "may have been less ready than at any time in
its history" for combat. 6 During the contraction period, perhaps
the most seriously impacted army service was the medical corps.
Throughout the 1930s, the medical corps was able to neither train
nor equip the level of medical personnel that would be needed for
a full-scale conflict with a modern enemy army. 7
On September 8, 1939, President Franklin Roosevelt
proclaimed a limited national emergency one week after Germany
had invaded Poland. At that time, the U.S. Army operated seven
general hospitals (five in the continental United States, one in
Hawaii, and one in the Philippines) and 119 station hospitals (104
in the continental U.S., 15 in the Hawaiian Islands, the Philippines,
and the Panama Canal Zone) .8 The differentiation between
general and station hospitals was defined as follows:
• General hospitals, typically with 1,000 beds, provided medical
and surgical care for all cases. General hospitals had the
most elaborate equipment and thus provided care for the
more difficult illnesses, surgical cases, and rehabilitation
patients.
• Station hospitals, with capacities ranging from 25 to 900
beds, provided general medical and surgical care at fort or
camp locations. Treatment provided at station hospitals
was typically restricted to routine cases. More complicated
illnesses or surgical cases were transferred to general
hospitals or civilian facilities.
·
The Army's capability to treat sick and injured soldiers was capacity
constrained. InJune 1939, Army strength stood at 135,749 officers
and men in the continental U.S. and Alaska. The army medical
corps had 4, 136 beds in general hospitals (three percent of the

6
7
8

Russell F. Weigley, History of the United States Army (New York: MacMillan
Publishing Company, 1967), 402.
Mary C. Gillett, The Army Medical Department: 1919-1941 (Washington, D.C.:
Center of Military History, United States Army, 2009), 507.
Clarence McKittrick Smith, The Medical Department: Hospitalization and
Evacuation, Zone of Interior, United States Army in World War II: The Technical
Services (Washington, D.C. : Center of Military History, United States Army,
1989), 3.
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standing army) and 8,234 beds in station hospitals (six percent of
the standing army) .9
The U.S. Surgeon General reported in 1939 that the army's
hospitals were inadequate even for peacetime needs. A program to
modernize the medical corps' facilties had been propos~d as early
as 1934, but there had been insufficient congressional funding for
modernization. Consequently, the army's hospitals in 1939 would
support any expansion of the army. Hospitals were 25-35 years
old and wards did not allow segregation of patients according to
grade, gender, or disease. Further, there were few facilities for the
use of modern medical tools such as x-rays, oxygen treatments,
and physical therapy. Laboratory space was inadequate to meet
expected needs. Of the general and station hospitals available in
1939, the surgeon generaljudged only 25 as modern, fire-resistant
buildings and only fifty of the remaining hospitals suitable for
modernization. 10 There were three major challenges facing the
medical corps as the United States approached involvement in
World War II:
• Expansion of hospital and clinic capacity
• Expansion and training of medical and dental professional
staff
• Expansion of medical and dental supply capacity.

Challenge One: Expansion of Hospitals and Clinics
Hospital and clinic capacity expansion should have been a
relatively simple matter: estimate demand and then build the
required facilities-wards, clinics, offices, and housing for officers
and enlisted men providing medical care. But the medical corps
found expansion was not at all simple. Decisions were required on
what types of buildings and number of beds would be required and
where these should be located.11 Provision of adequate hospital
facilities and staff would have to be done on an extremely short time
table. Complicating the problem was that the-se difficult decisions
would have to be made by inexperienced medical corps officers. In
addition, while it was essential that medical capacity be dramatically
expanded in the U.S. (called the "Zone of the Interior"), it was also
9
10

11

Ibid.
Annual Report of the Surgeon General, U.S. Army, 1939 (Washington, D.C.: Office
of the Surgeon General, 1940), 170, 250.
Smith, The Medical Department, 7.
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absolutely necessary to train and equip medical teams for service
in the expected combat theaters. This training mission created
significant challenges for the Zone of Interior hospitals-staff
would be trained and immediately moved to field units, creating
persistent staff shortages.
When President Roosevelt proclaimed the limited national
emergency (September 1939), the immediate work of the medical
corps fell to the Planning and Training Division, then headed by
Colonel (later Brigadier General) Albert G. Love. The Planning
and Training Division had three subdivisions: Planning, Training,
and Hospital Construction and Repair. 12 The Hospital Construction
and Repair subdivision operated almost independently, with its
head, Lieutenant Colonel (later Colonel) John R. Hall having
direct access to the Surgeon General (Major General James C.
Magee in 1939). This subdivision managed all of the medical corps'
construction efforts, estimating bed requirements and planning
hospital locations and construction. The construction and repair
subdivision worked closely with the Quartermaster Corps and the
Corps of Engineers in its work.
Recognizing the challenge in expanding army medical
services, a hospitalization subdivision was established in February
1941 in the Professional Service Division. In April 1941, this
subdivision was separated and became the Hospitalization
Division, with Lieutenant Colonel (later Colonel) Harry D. Offutt
as chief. Although it was responsible for development of plans for
evacuation and hospitalization through liaison with other divisions
of the Surgeon General's Office, the Hospitalization Division did
not have the authority to formulate plans and coordinate the
implementation of hospitalization plans. Instead, this divisio.n
provided a facilitating role.
Anticipating its eventual involvement in a new global war, the
army's medical corps began to review its procedure for caring
for wounded and ill soldiers, a process that had been developed
during the U.S. Civil War and used during the Spanish-American
War and World War I. Patients would be given primary care in
forward, temporary hospitals in the combat zone before being
transferred to larger facilities capable of providing more advanced
care. Although the process remained the same as that used in
previous wars, the medical corps would be required to recruit and
12

Ibid ., 10.
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train significant numbers of personnel-medical staff (doctors and
nurses), therapists, dentists, and orderlies.
In 1939, however, the proposed casualty treatment process was
a paper practice only. At that point, only five field units existed
in the medical corps. The surgeon general reported that the
existence of such a small number of field medical units was the
result of congressional limits on the size of the Medical Department
of the Medical Corps. The medical department was restricted to
five percent of the strength of the standing Army, restrictions that
had been in place since 1929. 13 General and station hospitals used
more than four percent of the standing army manpower, making it
very difficult to staff field units. 14
In effect, in 1939, the medical corps had to build a service system
from scratch. An early decision involved the number of hospital
beds. An initial methodology for determining bed requirements,
based on World War I experience, proved too cumbersome. 15 A
simpler method-multiplying the number of troops by a pre-set
percentage- was adopted in late 1939.
Of course, the real question was, "What percentage rate?"
Initially four percent was used and bed planning was done at that
level. However, as mobilization grew in 1940, some surgeons came
to believe that the four percent level underestimated requirements.
In September 1940, General Magee asked the medical corps general
staff to consider shifting to a five percent rate for station hospitals.
Figures 1 and 2 show the dramatic increase in the required number
of beds. Medical corps staff adopted the five percent rate; however,
War Departm.ent higher command later reverted to the four
pe~ce n t level for authorized beds.
Althou gh the Surgeon General and the Army General Staff
eventua lly ag~eed on the required number of beds, there was
strong d isagreem e n t about the pace of construction of new hospital
facilities. \l\rar Dep a rtment policy in 1939 was to use existing
facilities io maximum extent. Emergency period construction
would follm\i~ in this orde r : 1) federal hospitals, 2) civilian hospitals,
3 ) va cated anny posts, and 4) public and private buildings such as
hote ~s and 5,chools.. N e\¥ station and general hospitals would be
built only as, a last reso rt.16
13

14
15
16

Army Regula6on 4-580, M edical Department, Hospitals-General Provisions,
J une 29,. 1929>.
Smith, The J.Uedical Depa1'.tment, 5.
Albert G. Loi,,~e, "\ >Var Casualties," The Army Bulletin, 24 (1930): 18.
Smith, The Medical Department, 14.
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Figure 1. Station a nd Genera l Hospital Beds in Continental U .S. -1940-1941.
Sour ce: Clarence M cKittrick Smith, The M edical Department: Hospitalization and
Evacu ation, Zone of Interior. United States Army in World War II (Washington, D .C .:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1956.

New construction would follow a "cantonment type" plan, using
one story, standardized frame construction building. Standard
plans existed for clinics, wards, messes, offices, personnel quarters,
and service buildings. Buildings could also be combined to create
hospitals ranging from 25 to 2,000 beds. To reduce the fire risk, all
buildings were to be separated by a minimum of 50 feet, and groups
of five buildings were to be separated by 100 feet. This meant a
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e McKittrick Smith, The Medical Department: Hospitalization and
E vacuation, Z,one of Interior. United States Army in World War II (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing O ffice, 1956.

hospital consumed significant space; a 500-bed hospital required
20 acres of land. Figure 3 is an outline of a standard cantonment
type hospital.17 New hospital facility construction was done only at
posts where there were no hospital facilities; thus Camp Blanding
received a station hospital.
17

Ibid., 15 .
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Figure 3 . G e n e ral Plan for a Station Hospital. Sour ce: Claren ce McKittrick Smith,
The Medical Department: H ospitalization and Evacuation, Zone of I n terior. United States
Arm y in World War II: The Te chnical Services, (Washington, D.C.: U .S. Government
Printing Office, 1956).

Challenge Two: Expansion and Training of Professional Staff
Following World War I demobilization, the medical department
severely contracted.
From a World War I peak of 340,000
personnel, it declined to 11 ,500 officers and elisted men by June
1939. 18 Finding qualified professional staff (physicians, dentists,
veterinarians, nurses, etc.) was extremely difficult and resulted in a
number of vacancies which were incorporated into the overall War
Department openings. As a consequence, the medical department
often lost these slots. 19
In the spring of 1936, congress allowed the medical department
to increase its allotment of regular army medical officers by 50 and
the dental corps by 25. These increases were repeated in 1938
and 1939. The War Department recruited for medical officers,
18
19

Captain Robert]. Parks, M edical Training in World War II, Office of the Surgeon
General, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. , 1974: l.
Gillett, The Army M edicalDepartment: 1917-1941, 511.
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but suspended recruitment of dental officers in the belief that the
dental corps was adequate for a peace time army. 20 In spite of these
changes, senior army commanders continued to report that they
had inadequate personnel, especially complaining of a shortage
of enlisted specialists. In April 1939, congress authorized 1 ,424
medical, 316 dental, 126 veterinary, and 16 medical administrative
officers for the regular Army. However, these levels were to be
reached by June 30, 1949 and achieved through ten equal annual
increases. 21
In August 1940, the Surgeon GeneralJames C. Magee reported
to the Adjutant General E. A. Adams that he was greatly concerned
about the deficit of officers in the medical department. Based
on an authorized army strength level of 375,000 in June 1940,
shortages were noted as 1,527 officers in the medical corps and
391 in the dental corps. The Surgeon General noted that if the
National Guard was federalized (which happened in late August
1940), shortages would rise to 5,295 in the medical corps and
1,295 in the dental corps. Finally, he warned that if "~ome form of
Selective Service" would be initiated by April 1941 shortages would
rise further to 8,455 in the medical corps and 2,044 in the dental
corps.22
The Surgeon General's notes on offi~ er shortages
underestimated the personnel challenges. Medical corps enlisted
personnel shortages had grown much worse during the 1930s. As
the number of officers increased, the number of required enlisted
personnel shortages had grown much worse during the 1930s.
As the number of officers increased, the number of required
enlisted personnel also increased- but throughout the 1930s
there was no additional recruitment. The shortage of enlisted
men handicapped training efforts. Those enlisted men available
were so widely dispersed that conducting organized training was
virtually impossible. In April 1939, congress authorized an increase
in enlisted men from 6,500 to 8,000. 23 Still, by June 1939 there
were only two regular medical regiments within the United States,
with a third regiment in Hawaii, and a fourth in the Philippines.

20
21
22
23

Ibid., 512.
John H. McMinn and Max Levin, Medical Department, United States Army:
Personnel in World War II (Washington D. C.: Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), 58.
Ibid., 58.
Gillett, TheArmyMedicalDepartment: 1917-1941, 512.
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. Professional staff positions traditionally held by women-for
example, dieticians, physical therapists, and nurses-were also in
short supply. Training for these roles had been discontinued in the
early 1930s because of inadequate funding. Available nurses were
so few that many army posts had no nurses at all. While the need
for nurses was apparent in both gener..al and station hospitals, the
assumption was that nurses could be quickly recruited in the private
sector. Consequently, the army nursing school was discontinued in
1931 to reduce medical corps expenses. 24_ The development of a reserve corps was intended to alleviate
some of the personnel storages, both in the army and the medical
corps. Medical officers were recruited to the reserves, but the
process was troubled. Unless a corps commander certified that
a reserve officer's private practice was closely related to his army
work, only his duty training could qualify for his continued
eligibility for the reserves. As a result, medical officers frequently
left the reserves when their private practice work failed to qualify
for certification. Reserve officer appointments were renewed
every five years; renewals required the participation of all officers,
including medical officers, in duty training during their five year
appointment. Because of inadequate funding, medical officers
were scheduled for duty training every eight years, resulting in a
failure to renew the appointments of many otherwise qualified
medical officers. No reserve nurse recruitment existed: it was felt
that it would be impossible to maintain such a program because
nurses would undoubtedly leave when they married. 25
Another factor exacerbating the supply of medical care
professionals was the requirement that the army provide medical
and dental services to the Civilian Conservation Corps. Established
in 1933 to provide work for unemployed younger Americans, the
CCC imposed demands on many different branches of the army,
but the medical corps was especially hard hit in terms of personnel
and supply.
As mobilization was implemented in 1940 and 1941, camp
station hospital staffs were rapidly overwhelmed. Administration
of expanding hospital facilities required greater time . Laboratories
and clinical staff managed both disease and iajuries in camp. Station
and general hospitals could not expand their staffs rapidly enough

24
25

Ibid., 513.
Ibid., 514.
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to meet the challenges. The need to train medical personnel for
deployment to field units left critical personnel shortages.
Congress did not allow any increase in medical corps
commissioned officers in 1940 despite increasing demand. In 1941,
congress allowed an expansion of commissioned officer to 1,230,
but this number was well short of requirements. The dental corps
personnel shortage was even worse, due to the War Department's
refusal to allow expansion during the 1930s. Some dentists who
had been deployed to overseas duty were recalled t:o treat the flood
of draftees arriving at military posts. 26
A shortage of enlisted men persisted and grew steadily worse
as mobilization proceeded. In May 1940, the surgeon general
convinced congress to allow an expansion of the enlisted force
from five percent to seven percent of the army enlisted strength.
Most station hospitals were staffed at only fifty percent of their
table of organization, as enlisted men and officers were used to
staff field units and form a training cadre. 27
In spite of the projection that nurses could be easily recruited,
the shortage of nurses remained a continuing challenge. Unlike
other medical personnel, congress had not set limits on the
number of nurses but allowed the War Department to set nursing
stafflevels. InJune 1939, nursing staff was set at 675; one year later
the level was raised to 949. 28 The result was an inadequate nursing
staff to support hospital expansion.
Changes were made to the physical and age requirements
for nurses to encourage more volunteers.
In an attempt to
staff general, station, and field hospitals, nurse recruitment was
dramatically increased in late 1940. African-American nurses who
met the American Red Cross nursing requirements were added to
the recruitment pool. The American Red Cross was the recruiting
agency for the U.S. Army Nurse Corps and attempted to induct
2,500 nurses per month. As with other medical professionals,
recruitment of nurses remained a problem throughout the war.
In one effort to alleviate the shortage, the army initiated a U.S.
Cadet Nurses Corps which provided a two-year nurse's training
curriculum. Graduates could (but were not required to) accept
a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the Army Nurse Corps. 29
26
27
28
29

Ibid., 544.
Ibid., 545.
McMinn and Levin, Medical Department, United States Army, 54.
Camp Blanding Report, vol. 1, no.3, April 19, 1944.
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As in all other aspect of U.S. military policy in the war period,
medical care was racially segregated (see the following section
"Segregation" for a discussion on segregation at the Camp
Blanding Station Hospital). Two black infantry divisions (92nd and
93•-d ) operated throughout the war and trained separately from
white divisions. The majority of African Americans drafted during
the war served in the army.
Consistent with the segregations policy, medical care for blacks
was provided in segregated wards and, where possible, was provided
by black medical staff. Although black nurses had indicated a
desire to join the ANC as early as 1927, none had been permitted
to do so. When a black nurse applied in 1940, the official response
noted that army regulations made no provision for the acceptance
of African Americans. Later the same year, when questioned about
the admission of black nurses, Surgeon General James C. Magee
responded:" ... their employment has been found impracticable in
time of peace. You may rest assured that when military conditions
make it practicable for the War Department to use colored nurses
they will not be overlooked. " 30
The American Red Cross and the NationalAssociation of Colored
Graduate Nurses (NACGN) protested the army's refusal to admit
black nurses to the ANC. Mabel K Staupers, executive secretary of
the NACGN, visited with President Roosevelt and encouraged him to
end the discrimination " ...with the faith and belief that [he would]
do something to remove this stigma from the Negro nurse." 31
In October 1940, Surgeon General Magee proposed that
black nurses be employed in hospitals that had an average of
100 African-American patients. The following January the army
opened the ANC to black nurses with a quota of 56 nurses. By
February the Army Nurse Corps's "First Reserve" had 117 black
nurses registered and, shortly afterward, plans were announced
to call 185 African-American nurses to active duty. On June 25,
1941, President Roosevelt signed Executive Order 8802 creating
the Fair Employment Practices Commission, intended to eliminate
discrimination in defense programs. Despite these advances, the
1943 quota for black nurses was 160. 32
30
31
32

U.S. Department of Army, Chief of Military History, Army Nurse Corps History,
1775-1948, Volume II: 23-24.
Barbara Brooks Tomblin, G. I. Nightingales: The Army Nurse Corps in World War II
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1996), 11.
The Army Nurse Corps, WWII Commemorative Bulletins, Center of Military
History, Publication 72-14, 1972: 8-9.
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InJune 1943, Congresswoman Frances Payne Bolton (R. Ohio)
introduced an amendment to the Nurse Training Bill that barred
racial bias in admittance to the ANC. This led to the admission
of 2,000 black women to the army's cadet nurse program. The
percentage of black women in the cadet program rose to 22
percent of all students by 1944. Training of black students
generally occurred at twenty black nursing schools, although some
400 students studied at forty-nine white nursing schools. 33 In spite
of the pressing need for more nurses, by the end of- the war, there
were only 479 black nurses in an ANC of 50,000.
As the number of wounded soldiers returning to the U.S.
increased in 1943 and 1944, the medical corps acknowledged the
need for physical therapists and the number of physical therapy
aides grew. A program to train Women's Army Corps members as
aides was initiated in the spring of 1944. Aides had previously been
trained in civilian schools, but the need for additional workers
forced the medical corps to move training to army schools. 34
Although the surgeon general was responsible for -all medical
and dental training, training authority was dispersed across a
number of offices, a bureaucratic reality that complicated and
slowed decision-making. The surgeon general established training
doctrine, but actual training for combat units was conducted within
the unit. 35 Training for general, station, and field hospitals fell to
the surgeon general's office. In practice, combat units training at
a post often "lent" personnel (both officers and enlisted men) to
a station hospital. Training and development practice was then
provided to men who then moved on with their combat unit.
Personnel assigned to station and general hospitals were
reassigned as soon as their training period was completed, often
to field hospitals or combat units deploying for overseas duty.
Consequently, station hospitals operated in an environment of
constant personnel flux. As was true for other station and general
hospitals across the country, personnel shortages plagued Camp
Blanding's Station Hospital throughout the World War II.

Challenge Three: Expansion of Supply Capacity
The equipment and supplies the medical corps had available
during the 1930s suffered two problems: 1) both equipment and
33
34
35

Tomblin, G.l. Nightingales, 191.
Camp Blanding Report, vol. 1, no. 6 , May 10, 1944.
Parks, Medical Training in World War II, 3 .
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supply were extremely limited, and 2) the available equipment
and supply were outdated. Both of these problems were partially
the result of the funding issues the army, and consequently, the
medical corps experienced after World War I.
There was, however, another issue that affected the delivery of
medical and dental services: medical care-had changed dramatically
since World War I. Sulfa drugs, whole blood and blood plasma
treatments had been developed during the inter-war period.
More effective anesthetics led to better surgical outcomes. X-ray
technology had improved substantially. Many of the improved
treatment protocols required equipment and supplies that were
not widely stocked in medical corps supply depots.
Making matters worse, supply logistics were as complicated
as procedures for building new hospitals and training medical
personnel. The finance and supply division of the Surgeon
General's office coordinated supply efforts, but purchasing was
split between two functions. Starting in 1932, the quartermaster
corps managed procurement of everything of a "non-technical"
nature, while the surgeon general's office was responsible for
purchasing and inventorying all "special and technical" items.
Major purchases were handled through (our field purchasing
depots; station hospitals conducted minor purchases on their own.
Unlike the personnel problem, supply challenges were generally
resolved by mid-war as the quartermaster corps became better
staffed and more proficient. 36

Camp Blanding Station Hospital: The Beginning
Letter oflnstruction number 33, dated September I 0, 1940 and
issued at headquarters, Fort Bragg, North Carolina, ordered Major
R.R. Raymond to proceed to Camp Blanding. Camp Blanding,
named in honor of Lt. General Albert H. Blanding, was opened
as the Florida National Guard's training site in 1939. The post was
mobilized by the war department in the fall of 1940. One medical
officer and two medical enlisted men from the 36th Field Artillery
accompanied Major Raymond in the initial party. Less than a
month later, Colonel Reginald H. Kelley assumed command of the
camp. In rapid succession command changed three times as new
units arrived with general officers: Major GeneralJohnJ. Persons
of the 31st Infantry Division (December 1940), Major General
36
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Morris B. Payne of the 43rd Infantry Division (March 1941), and
Brigadier General Louis Albert Kunzig (July 1941). 37
The Camp Blanding Station Hospital was established on
September 14, 1940, by Lieutenant JD. Spencer (Medical Corps)
with two enlisted men. When Colonel L. R. Poust arrived, he
assumed command of the station hospital as camp surgeon and
commanding officer. It was a meager beginning, administered
from a temporary building. A month later, the hospital staff placed
the first requisitions for a permanent facility-a 25-bed hospital
that quickly expanded to 250 beds. Early in November the first
members of the hospital staff arrived, and the detachment was
soon augmented by fifty men from Fort Bragg, Fort Jackson, and
Fort McPherson. The first of eleven army nurses arrived by the end
of the month; with no quarters available for the women, they were
temporarily housed in the Camp caretakers' homes. On December
9, 1940, the first group of 122 trainees arrived at Camp Blanding. 38
The lack of equipment and supplies posed immediate problems
for the camp . Some doctors privately purchased equipment and
provided it for hospital use . When the first shipment of equipment
arrived on January 1, 1941, it was for a 1,000-bed hospital-an error
that relieved many of the supply problems. The on-going rush to
build out Camp Blanding and the poor supply positiQn made life
difficult for the medical staff. Nurse Ruth Evelyn Parks commented:
"The sense of permanency which everywhere is apparent at
regular Army posts is lacking here. The tent villages and hastily
constructed one-story buildings give one the impression that their
usefulness is for the duration of the emergency."
However, as
hospital construction neared completion, the medical department
moved from its tents to the new facilities on December 24, 1940.
Parks described the facility for readers: "The hospital area is made
up of five long rows of one-story units, all connected by covered
passageways. "39
The station hospital was officially occupied on January 10,
1941. By August of that year, the 2,000-bed facility that covered
more than 3,450,000 square feet of building space was the
largest general hospital in Florida.40 The administrative building
contained the hospital's commanding officer and staff in the front
37
38
39
40
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Figure 4. Aerial View of Camp Blanding, 1941. Station Hospital is in the left center
of the photo. Signal Corps Image.
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Figure 5. Camp Blanding Station Hospital Layout Late 1942. Note: Some Wards
Changed Functions in 1943. Source: The Bulletin, Camp Blanding Hospital.
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Figure 6 . Ward Building. Corps of Engineers Image.

and right center with the Sergeant Major's office in the right wing.
The hospital Registrar occupied the left wing, with the Medical
Inspector's office in the center of the building. The administration
building also housed the Chief Nurse's office, the Officer of the
Day, and an Information office. 4 1
Hospital staff consisted of 570 enlisted men, 173 nurses and
146 officers. 42 By mid-year 1942, the statio n hospital had been
designated as a training center for medical corps personnel. Two
years later it was named a regional station hospital and assigned
patients within a 75-mile radius to the facility in order to relieve
congestion at general hospitals. 43 The same-year the station hospital
was assigned an Army Retirement Board and a Retirement Board
for Army Nurses. As a retirement board facility, station hospital
served as a local examination hospit;;tl for retiring army personnel
living in Florida.
Station Hospital Services
As a large facility, the station hospital had a full complement
of medical services, including both clinical (e.g. urology, gastrointestinal, orthopedic, etc.) and support services. The first of these
services to be organized was the x-ray department. By mid-year
1942, this department reported 40,000 x-rays_per year. 44
41
42

43
44

Ibid., 2, no. 21, May 23, 1942.
Ibid., 2, no. 22 May 30, 1942. Station hospital commanders in sequence: Col.
Luther R. Poust, Lt. Col. William T. Weisinger, Col. James M. Trout, and Col.
Charles B. Gallard. Station hospital chief nurse in sequence: Lt. Mae K. Ames,
Capt. Catherine Sinott, Maj . Inez H. Wiley, Lt. Col. Agnes A. Maley, and Maj.
Freida A.V. Brandinger.
Camp Blanding Report, l, no. 15,July 12, 1944.
The Bulletin, 2, no. 28,July 11, 1942. In December 1942, Lt. Col. Franklin G .
Eldridge became chief of x-ray services.
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The first surgical theater was housed in a building in the
artillery brigade area (west of the eventual hospital site). This
facility performed only minor surgeries; major surgical cases were
sent to the Veteran's Hospital in Lake City, Florida. The surgical
pavilion opened in January 1941 with a staff of six doctors, two
nurses, and four enlisted men.
the fall of 1942, the surgical staff
had grown to 27 doctors, 10 nurses, and 16 enlisted technicians;
turnover resulted in fluctuations in staff levels. At this point, the
surgical record showed a peak of 300procedures in one month. 45
In September 1942, Lt. Col. Charles N. Boucek was chief of
surgical services and Major E.B. RobinsonJr. was the assistant chief
of surgical services, anesthesiologist, and officer in charge of the
operating pavilion. First Lieutenant Margaret Goodrum served
as the nurse in charge of the operating pavilion and sergeants
James White, John Lewis, and Earl Hart were her staff. The chief
operating nurse was 1st Lt. Evelyn Longmire and Staff Sergeant H.
Zimoski. 46
As combat operations intensified in 1943 and 1944, wounded
patients arrived at the station hospital. The majority of these
wounded were assigned to the camp's Infantry Replacement
Training Center (IRTC) training staff when sufficiently recovered.
Medical staff quickly realized that they needed to provide
rehabilitation services to enable injured and sick patients to return
to service.
In early May 1944, a reconditioning section was inaugurated
at the station hospital. The purpose was to provide convalescent
services to men recovering from illness, injury, or wounds, and
hasten their physical and mental recovery. Robert G. Goodall
commanded the reconditioning section with lieutenants John W.
Davis, Sterling E. Hoon, andJoe Freidman as staff. 4 7
Corporal Raymond Spier was one of the first men to benefit
from this program. A veteran of the Buna campaign, he had been
wounded in the Pacific Theatre battle. An article in the IRTC's
newsletter, Bayonet, identified Spier as the first to use a new facility
at the station hospital-a row of telephones set at heights for
patients in wheelchairs. Spier reportedly used the phone to call
his home in Nebraska. 48

By
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The reconditioning effort reflected a larger need seen
throughout the wartime army. In an April 1944 conference at
Lawson General Hospital in Atlanta, Surgeon General Norman
T. Kirk noted that the British army had successfully implemented
a reconditioning effort and ordered that a similar program be
initiated in the U .S. Army. 49 General Kirk recognized the new
program required additional physical therapists and indicated
that a new program would offer trainjng for servicewomen in
the Women's Army Corps (WACs) to fill the need for therapists.
Previously therapists had been recruited only from civilian schools,
but the supply had proved inadequate for military needs. At Camp
Blanding the reconditioning section made extensive use of the
services of physical therapists . First Lieutenant Emily Fairbanks
supervised activities at the convalescent gymnasium that was part
of the physio-therapy clinic.50
Dental care required a substantial staff, and by early 1945, the
dental staff consisted of 100 dental officers. Across Camp Blanding
there were a total of 61 dental units, with dental care available
in the Prisoner of War facility and all bivouac areas. The station
hospital included three dental clinics and a dental laboratory. 51
The station hospital laboratory began operations in a field
tent in December 1940 with one offiEer and nine enlisted men.
The first laboratory officer was a Captain Askew, who was replaced
by Captain John Cuttino, M.D . The laboratory served many
functions, but was particularly important to one area-infectious
disease . Major Roy E. Kinsey served as the chief of contagious and
infectious diseases throughout 1942 and 1943. 52
As the station hospital began functioning, the laboratory
collected about 2,000 specimens per month, examining about half
of these principally for blood typing, venereal disease control, etc.
Once the hospital was in full service in the fall of 1942, the laboratory
collected 20,000 specimens per month and performed 70 different
tests . Housed in Building A-13 (see the station hospital layout
in Figure 4), the laboratory had twelve fully equipped laboratory
rooms. Tests were provided for clinical diagnosis, but also included
water quality tests and milk quality tests for the mess hall. In an
interesting side not, the station hospital kept two sheep for use in
49
50
51
52

Camp B landing Report, 2, no . 6, May 3, 1944.
Ibid., 1, no. 1, April 5, 1944.
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various laboratory tests. These sheep were sheared annually, with
the forty to sixty pounds of wool sold commercially. 53
Laboratory service also provided training for personnel who
were then deployed to other field and general hospitals. As a
measure of its performance, the station hospital received an
"Excellent" rating from the Fou-rt:h Service Headquarters and held
this high standard throughout the hospital's existence . 54 The high
ratings the laboratory received can be explained by the quality of the
staff which was available to the army cluring the war. For example,
pt Lt. Jakob A. Stekol, Sanitary Corps, held a PhD in biochemistry
and had been employed by the Institute for Experimental Medicine
at the Mayo Clinic prior to joining the army. A prolific researcher,
Lt. Stekol had forty-two publications by the time he came to Camp
Blanding in 1942. As an indication of military concerns for the
future, Stekol had received a diploma from the 79t11 Infantry Special
Services School as a Unit Gas Officer. 55
The station hospital provided a supportive environment for
developing improved medical procedures relevant to battlefield
medicine. For example, anticipated jungle combat encouraged the
military to understand the causes and treatment of heat casualties.
The station hospital staff participated in a study conducted across
all Fourth Service Command facilities to monitor heat-related
casualties. Of the 1,307 such casualties in the period January 1
to August 26, 1942, Camp Blanding soldiers accounted for only
eight cases. Of the total casualties across the command, 378 were
hospitalized; all eight Camp Blanding cases were. Most important
to the study, of the thirteen deaths associated with heat, none
occurred at Camp Blanding. 56 In another example, Major Roy.E.
Kinsey exaTilined techniques for reducing hemorrhaging in men
with severe liver damage, discovering ways to improve the utility
of donor blood. 57 Finally, the widespread use of sulfa drugs in
combat zones made the development of protocols for their safe use
a priority. Major Duward Wright and Major Roy Kinsey reported
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methods for reducing kidney problems that resulted from the use
of sulfa compounds. 58
The medical inspector's office, headed by Lt. Colonel James A.
Coleman, was responsible for camp and hospital sanitation. This
office oversaw insect and rodent control as well as efforts to control
venereal disease. Major Joseph E. Webb Jr. served as the camp 's
entomologist. One of the most important tasks of the inspector's
office was mosquito control, a near constant occupation due to the
camp's location and topography. By December 1942, fifty miles of
drainage ditches had been built inside the camp and more were
planned. Mosquito control was accomplished by spreading oil
over standing water in ditches; by December 1942, some 100,000
gallons of oil had been used for mosquito control. The strategy
seemed to have been effective. The Bulletin noted that no new
cases of malaria had occurred in Camp Blanding and no yellow
fever-bearing mosquitoes had been found. 59
Toward the end of the war, Camp Blanding was selected as a
test site for demonstration of the effectiveness of the insecticide
DDT, billed as the "Army's powerful new insecticide." DDT was
shown effective in controlling roaches in mess halls and for fly and
mosquito control. A seminar held at Camp Blanding in the fall of
1944 instructed other posts on the proper use of DDT. 60
Other functions in the medical inspector's office included
venereal disease control, food and nutnt1on and sanitary
engineering. As was true for military bases everywhere, venereal
diseases caused particular challenges. The medical inspector's
office attempted to control the spread of venereal diseases through
education and by tracing the contac~ of infected soldiers. This
effort was conducted in conjunction with the U.S. Public Health
Service. In the food and nutrition section, a civilian, Miss Jane
R. Spinella served as the hospital's chief dietician and advised
on menus and food preparation for the hospital and the camp.
58
59
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Figure 7. Spraying for mosquitoes at CamP-..Blanding. Medical Corps Photograph.

Under the supervision of Captain H. McDonnell, the sanitation
engineer's section focused on issues related to water supply and
treatment, sewerage collection and disposal, garbage disposal, and
to the drainage of swamps and ditches. These often-unnoticed
sections of the station hospital were critical to the health of the
camp population and the recovery of men transferred to facility
from war zones.
A final note demonstrates the home front aspects of the station
hospital. As a large army post, wives and families of both training
staff and trainees moved the Camp Blanding area to be near their
husbands and fathers. The station hospital provided services to
wives and families, opening an obstetrical ward in 1942. During
the course of 1943, the station hospital's "Women's Section"
recorded 1 78 deliveries, including 90 male babies (two sets of
twins) and 88 females. The Women's General Ward was located
in Buildings A-19 to A-27 (see Figure 5; wards were relocated from
their original 1942 locations) with the Obstetrical Ward located in
Building A-26. 61
61
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The Nursing Staff
Nurses served in the Army Nurse Corps (ANC) and were critical
to medical services everywhere including the Camp Blanding
station hospital. Initially nurses entered the ANC as graduates
of accredited nursing schools. They were subsequently trained
in army procedures and prepared to staff hospitals in combat
theatres . Their military training included both combat medical
topics and physical fitness. As the war progressed members of the
Women's Army Corps were trained as nurse technicians to relieve
the nursing shortage . WAC volunteers received 4 1h weeks of basic
hospital training and six weeks of specialty training as a medical,
surgical, or clerical technician. At Camp Blanding, these women
served in the radiology department and the laboratory. 62
As the war continued, nurses with overseas service returned to
the United States and some were assigned to the station hospital.
In all, 36 nurses who were stationed at Camp Blanding had from
6 months to 36 months of overseas service.!iQ Three examples
of women with combat-area experience will demonstrate the
commitment of military nurses. In August 1942, 1st Lt. Mollie
Peterson joined the nursing staff in the Chief Nurse's office. Lt.
Peterson had joined ANC in October 193.8 and was serving in
the Philippines when the Japanese attacked in December 1941.
Moving from Bataan to Manila to Corregidor, Lt. Peterson was
evacuated from the Philippines by submarine. 64 First Lieutenant
Eugenia L. Holzknecht served in New Guinea and was awarded
the Bronze Star. Second Lieutenant Regina C . Monaghan served
in the Burma-India Theatre and was awarded a Battle Star for her
service there .65
While the nursing and medical staff experienced on-going
personnel turnovers and a persistent shortage of supplies, they
were proud of their facilities . Nurses boasted that Camp Blanding's
station hospital was the only such facility with its own Nurse's
Club .66 They also enjoyed a section of the Lake Kingsley Beach
that was reserved specifically for nurses, where they sponsored an
annual beach party, typically in March .67
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Station Hospital Training
In addition to providing medical, surgical, and dental care for
the men and women serving at Camp Blanding, the station hospital
also developed and supported training courses for combat units.
For example, in spring 1944, the station hospital staff developed
a "Combat First Aid" course for men training in the IRTC. The
objective of the course was to ensure that wounded soldiers
received proper first aid. The course became a regular part of the
IRTC battle courses. Taught in a two-hour program (with 1.5 hours
of practical work), trainees were taught to administer first aid. The
program consisted of eight practice stations: hemorrhages, shock,
hand wounds, bullet wounds to the jaw, chest wounds, fractures of
arms and legs, and burns. Station hospital staff provided teaching
materials and regularly reviewed the instruction. 68
Station hospital staff developed a series of intensive training
courses for enlisted medical personnel. For example, in the late
fall of 1942, a set of weekly tutorials was implemented. Throughout
the following year, the Camp Blanding Bulletin recorded a variety
of topics of instruction that ranged from transportation of patients
by litter to the proper way to splint.a broken limb. As a reflection
of the ongoing concern soldiers retained from the experiences
of WWI, medical servicemen were instructed on the detection
of poison gas. Finally, in recognition of the military's medical
organizational structure, they also learned the functions of the
battalion aid station and the collecting station.69
By the end of 1943, in addition to individuals trained through
the hospital's programs, the following units had been trained for
service in Europe and the Pacific.
• 3rd Station Hospital (European Theatre)
• 5t1i Evacuation Hospital (European Theatre)
• gm Evacuation Hospital (Mediterranean and European
Theatres)
• 24th Evacuation Hospital (European Theatre)
• 37th General Hospital (Mediterranean Theatre)
• 43rd Station Hospital (Mediterranean Theatre)
• 264th Station Hospital (European Theatre)
68
69

Bayonet, l, no. 33, May 12, 1944.
For information on the instructional topics, see the following Bulletins: 2, no.
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Two additional units trained at Camp Blanding in 1944.
The l 76th Station Hospital served on Saipan in the Pacific
theatre and participated in efforts to control dengue
fever. 70
The hospital staff also contributed to the health education of
the civilian population in the Camp Blanding area. Infectious and
debilitating, tuberculosis remained a significant health problem
in the 1940s. Since undiagnosed cases were significant factors in
the spread of the disease, the station hospital staff cooperated with
the Florida Board of Health in reporting cases diagnosed among
the camp's trainees and staff. 71 The hospital staff also actively
participated in local medical seminars. Colonel C. B. Callard, the
hospital's second commander, spoke on the topic of "Restaurant
Sanitation in War Areas from U .S. Army Viewpoint" at a Jacksonville
Food and Milk Seminar in May 1943. 72 Finally, with the return to
civilian life of wounded soldiers, the hospital staff made the War
Department film, "Sweeping into Step," available to the public
to educate Floridians on the thoughts and challenges amputee
veterans faced. 73 These public education initiatives demonstrate
that the role of Camp Blanding's station hospital was not limited to
post activities, nor was the health of soldiers training there isolated
from local health issues.
The Maneuvers
Training maneuvers were a regular feature of life at Camp
Blanding as men gained combat skills for deployment to the Pacific
and European-Mediterranean theatres. - Medical and technical
services were critical to the training maneuvers and the successful
deployment of soldiers. In the late summer of 1941, sixteen nurses
from the station hospital were sent to staff an evacuation hospital
for the Louisiana maneuvers. In this example, injured and sick
soldiers were taken to an evacuation hospital where those needing
additional hospitalization were loaded on trains and some were
70
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sent to the Camp Blanding station hospital. During the Louisiana
maneuvers in September 1941, 438 patients arrived at the Camp
Blanding rail siding where they were transferred to ambulances
and taken to the station hospital for treatment. 74
In the fall of 1941, fifteen nurses were sent to the Carolina
maneuvers to staff evacuation_hospitals. Again, injured patients
were evacuated to the Camp Blanding hospital. 75 On November
28, 1941 , the station hospital processed a record 286 injured
patients arriving on twelve Pullman cars. By this point in the war,
station hospital staff had become so proficient in the management
of patient arrivals that they averaged unloading of ambulances at a
rate of five minutes per patient. The skills learned and procedures
optimized during maneuvers served not only the combat troops,
but also the support and technical services.

Segregation
As was the case for all branches of the military, station hospital
staff was racially segregated. Separate quarters were maintained
for black troops and, starting with the May 23, 1942 issue of The
Bulletin, a column in the camp ne:.vspaper was provided for black
enlisted men.
Entitled "Hutment Happenings," the column
contained information on social activities and gossip for black
soldiers. Private Julius Russell, the author of the column, described
the hutments used throughout Camp Blanding as " .. . the latest
innovation in troop housing for warm climates." He enthused that
"the new huts with 4-way panel ventilation are almost like cottages
at some beach. " 76 The army provided a separate beach that was
located seven miles south of Camp Blanding for black personnel
and transportation was available for trips to the lake. 77 Medical
care for black soldiers was also segregated with separate wards
established for African Americans. It is unclear if black nurses
were stationed at the hospital.
Prisoner of War Cam.p
Among the more unusual features of Camp Blanding were the
three prisoner of war camps that were located on the .installation at
74
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various times during the war. Just after the United States entered
World War II, a prison camp (Stockade Two) for civilians from
Central America was opened. These prisoners were of German
descent and many of them had lived in Guatemala, Costa Rica,
and Panama. Over 4,000 people of German heritage were arrested
after the attack on Pearl Harbor and moved to prison camps in the
United States. Stockade Two was never intended to be a permanent
POW camp and by mid-1942, the prisoners had been moved to
other camps or exchanged for civilians being held in Germany. 78
There were, however, two permanent POW facilities at Camp
Blanding. The smaller of the two held German naval personnel
captured from the sinking of German submarines. The larger
POW facility housed German captives, many from the North
Africa campaign. 79 In accordance with provisions of the Geneva
conventions for the treatment of POWs, enlisted men held a Camp
Blanding were required to work and were sent to sub-camps across
the state to labor in citrus and sugar cane production.
The station hospital maintained a ward for the prisoners
(building C-24 in figure 5). While U.S. Army Medical Corps
personnel worked in the POW ward, German Medical Corps
men also cared for POW patients. Figure 9 shows some of these
men. Interestingly, late in the war a German physician, Capt. W.
Reinhardt, became a member of the POW medical ward staff. 80

Recreation and Cam.p Life
The Bulletin documents a variety of forms of entertainment for
white soldiers and staff stationed at Camp Blanding. Organized
sports were immensely popular with station personnel. Boxing
was a particular favorite and men were encouraged to "settle their
differences" in the ring. Baseball, softball, football, and basketball
were also popular and teams were organized within the divisions at
the camp; games were played between divisions and with military
teams in Jacksonville and some civilian teams. 81
Entertainment for both patients and hospital staff was highly
organized. Concerts and shows were scheduled regularly. Some
78
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Figure 9. German POW Medical Ward Staff. Men in white uniforms are POWs
from the German Medical Corps. Standing second from right is physician Capt. W .
Reinhardt, German Medical Corps, also a POW. Photo: Courtesy Camp Blanding
Museum.

of the programs were produced with camp personnel, but many
professional shows also appeared on the Florida stage. In June
1941, the "Hollywood Troupe" with a "chorus of Hollywood
lovelies" participated in a show with Allan Jones, 82 Vo la Colli,
Collette Lyons, and Honey Murray. 83 That same year, the Citizens
Committee for the Army and Navy provided a show with Beverly
Whitness, the Hilton Sisters, 84 George Prentice, and Lynda
Moody perforrning. 85 The ROXY Theater Review, a USO camp
show, appeared in October 1942 with the Gae Foster Girls, Dave
Apollon, and Star Kavanagh in the cast. 86 The following month
the Fisk Jubilee Singers performed a USO musical for the camp.87
82

83
84

85
86
87

Allan was an actor and tenor. At the time of his appearance at Camp Blanding
he was married to actress Irene Hervey. He is best known for his appearance
in the first two Marx Brothers films, A Night at the Opera and A Day at the Races.
The Bulletin l, no. 5,June 28, 1941.
Violet and Daisy were conjoined twins born in 1908 in Brig.h ton, England.
They appeared in circus performances and vaudeville houses. They learned
to dance and play the violin and saxophone. By the 1940s, their career was in
decline .
The Bulletin l, no. 20, October 11, 1941.
Ibid., 2, no. 41, October 10, 1942.
Ibid., 2, no. 48, November 18, 1942.
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The ROXY USO show returned to Camp Blanding in January
1943 with "Show Time at the ROXY." 88 In October 1943, Irving
Berlin's Broadway musical, "This is the Army" with an "All Star"
cast was performed at the camp.89 Laraine Day appeared in Camp
Blanding in mid-November 1943; she toured the station hospital
and performed a show for the camp.90
Entertainment took various forms ranging from classical
concerts to the "Camel Caravan" to locally-produced talent shows.
In July 1942, David Rubinoff (1897-1986),- a popular violinist of
the period presented a violin concert for hospital patients at the
recreation building. 91 Later that fall, Martha Reddick performed
a violin recital for patients as well. 92 The "Camel Caravan" was an
interesting and well-known form of entertainment for wartime
soldiers. The caravan had no connection to circuses or animals;
instead, it was a traveling troupe of actors, dancers, and singers
sponsored by the manufacturers of Camel cigarettes. Popular with
the troops, the main reason for attending was to get free cigarettes.
The Bulletin invariably noted that these events ended with a
room full of smoke.93 Not all entertainment at the hospital was
professional. An "All Hospital Talent Show" was staged in August
1942 using home-grown talent. 94 In October 1943, hospital talent
was featured in a show titled "Blitz of Hits," and was produced by
Capt. Lester Russin and directed by Lt. Phillip Faversham. The
show included minstrel acts, music, comedy, and "glamour." 95
Starting in July 1942, a series of programs were broadcast from
Camp Blanding. Radio station ~HP in Jacksonville provided
the initial broadcasting, with ~AX soon assuming control over
the programming.96 The first broadcasts were heard on Sunday
evenings and lasted for one hour. The programs were funded by
88
89
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95
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Ibid., 3, no. 4,January 23, 1943.
Ibid,. 3, no. 40, October 2, 1943. "This is the Army" was made into a film
starring George Murphy, Joan Leslie and Ronald Reagan and directed by
Michael Curtiz.
Ibid., 3, no. 50, December 11, 1943 .. Laraine Day (1920- 2007) played in
several westerns at RKO before signing with MGM in 1939. She was perhaps
best known for her role as Nurse Mary Lamont in seven "Dr. Kildare" films.
Married three times, she was the wife of baseball manager Leo Durocher from
1948 to 1960.
The Bulletin, 2, no. 28,July 16, 1942.
Ibid., 2, no . 39, September 26, 1942.
Ibid., 1, no . 14, August 30, 1941.
Ibid., 2, no. 32, August 8, 1942.
Ibid., 3, no. 43, October 23, 1943.
Ibid., 2, no. 28,July 11, 1942.
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Starke, Jacksonville, and St. Augustine USOs and directed by the
Camp Blanding Public Relations Office. Lt. Edmund D . Smith
was the announcer and the station hospital Glee Club provided
opening and closing features. Brigadier General Kunzig delivered
a short address in the inaugural broadcast. Programming later
moved to a half-hour slot on Wednesday evenings.97 Another
popular radio broadcast was staged on Saturday mornings from
6:30 am to 8:00 am on Jacksonville station WPDQ. Titled "Here's
Heidy," the program featured music selections and was broadcast
by Heidy Mayer who devoted partic ular attention to activities at
Camp Blanding. 98
The radio broadcasts became major productions for camp staff
and made full use of camp talent. For example, the early broadcasts
featured an orchestra under the direction of Staff Sergeant Leyden
(station hospital staff) with a saxophonist and clarinetist from Rudy
Vallee's orchestra and a clarinetist from Artie Shaw's orchestra.
The vocalist with the camp orchestra was Bill Lester, formerly with
the Mel Hallett orchestra. Nill Wallet, a former opera singer also
performed. "Boogy woogy" piano solos vied with the camp glee
club to provide entertainment for the men and women at Camp
Blanding. 99
_
Not all broadcasts were as entertaining. In 1943, Gainesville
station, WRUF, began broadcasting the "Blanding Bed Check" every
Wednesday night at 9:00 pm. The September 8, 1943 program,
dedicated to the new Women's Army Corps drew particular
interest. The Quartermasters stationed at Camp Blanding hosted
the "Quarter Hour" at 6:30 pm on Wednesdays that highlighted
quartermaster activities. 10° Finally, local radio stations also provided
educational broadcasts, including WPDQ's 39-week series titled
"Let's Learn Spanish. " 101
Games, contests, and dances also filled the leisure hours of
staff, patients, and soldiers. Chess and checkers tournaments were
ubiquitous. These tournaments progressed through elimination
rounds to crown hospital champions.102 In the fall of 1943, the
camp organized a "Football Guessing" contest, with winners divided
between officers and enlisted men. Weekly winners received a
97
98
99
100
101
102

The Bulletin, 2, no. 34, August 22, 1942.
Ibid., 3, no . 37, September 11, 1942.
Ibid., 2, no. 32, August 8, 1942.
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The Bulletin, 3, no. 38, September 25, 1943.
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prize of a carton of cigarettes. 103 Dances were also popular events.
In May of 1942, the station hospital staged a "Barn Dance" that
featured a Hillbilly Band and a harmonica band. Private [first
name] Sasoujaskas kept the scene lively as he played polkas on an
accordion. 104 President Franklin Roosevelt's birthday provided the
occasion for an "All Servicemen's Dance" in January 1944. The
event highlighted the concurrent themes of war and public service
with "Fight, March" and "Fight Infantile Paralysis and Join the
March of Dimes. " 105
As was true for many military installations, holidays and
anniversaries were occasion for special celebrations. For example,
on Thanksgiving Day 1942, the station hospital nurses held their first
"Passing in Review" parade for the commanding officer, General
Kunzig and a visiting officer from the Fourth Service Command
Headquarters, Col. John M. Thompson. Fifty-two nurses in field
blue uniforms participated in the parade, led by Capt. Inez Wiley,
Chief Nurse. The nurses had been trained in drill regulations by
Lt. Pugh of the hospital staff. 106
The Christmas 1942 Bulletin contained greetings from
Col. Charles B. Gallard, Medical Corps commanding officer and
Major Miles Warren Williams, Executive Officer. The American
Red Cross provided Santa Claus for a visit to each hospital ward
on December 25. 107 December 1942 was also the first anniversary
of the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. War news throughout the
year had been very grim, and the Allied situation had finally begun
to improve slightly in late 1942. No good news could counteract
the reality that Christmas season represented another year of what
might be many away from family for men and women in the service.
In an attempt to keep morale high, the USO staged a number of
shows at military installations. The Camp Blanding show for 1942
was "Hellzapoppin," which had spent three years on Broadway
(1938-1941) before becoming a Hollywood film of the same name
(1941) .108
The war and its demands shaped everything at Camp Blanding,
including recreation . Hospital staff worked with the American
Red Cross to provide solace for sick and wounded servicemen, and
103
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105
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108

Ibid., 3, no . 43, October 23, 1943.
Ibid., 2, no. 21, May 23, 1942.
Ibid ., 4, no. 2,January 8, 1944.
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soldiers stationed at the camp shouldered their responsibilities in
maintaining security and participating in the funding of the war
effort. American Red Cross (ARC) activities at Camp Blanding
began in 1941; by mid-1943, thirty-eight Red Cross personnel had
served at the facility. An American Red Cross Camp and Hospital
Service Council was organized j n January 1942 to coordinate
services for the ARC staff. The ARC provided much needed staff,
including recreation specialists, social workers, and psychologists. 109
By early 1943, the ARC had provided pillow radio systems for
800 beds in the station hospital and had installed table radios in
50 wards. In addition, the ARC furnished sun rooms in 25 wards
and developed a circulating library for patients as well as recording
devices for sending recorded letters to the families of hospitalized
men. As previously noted, telephones were available to wheelchairbound soldiers at a convenient height to enable them to call
home. 11
For seriously ill or injured patients, the Red Cross
arranged for family members to travel to Camp Blanding. The
families were met at the Starke or Jacksonville train stations and
transported to the camp, where they stayed in the guest quarters
(currently the Camp Blanding Museum building).rn
Finally, the ARC worked to raise spirits by organizing ward
parties, bingo parties, and movie showings. Several station hospital
staff members had large collections of classical music recordings,
and the ARC used these to provide popular weekly music programs
for staff and patients. 112 Red Cross personnel also staged live
classical performances, such as the December 1942 concert that
pianist Private George Sandor performed with two vocalists and a
violin soloist. 113
Security of information was a critical concern for all military
installations and personnel throughout the war. The station
hospital staff enthusiastically supported this effort by establishing
the "KeG Club" or "Keep 'em Guessing Club." The July 4, 1942
hospital newsletter described the KeG Club this way"

°

Realizing that ANYTHING I repeat to ANYONE will help
the Axis, I hereby resolve not to mention any RUMOR OR
FACT about troop movements, status of equipment or
109
110
111
112
113

Ibid., 3, no. 3 , January 23, 1943 and 3, no. 26,June 26, 1943.
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anything else to FRIEND OR STRANGER-for I realize
that in doing so I may be endangering my own life, those
of my buddies and those back home. I'm Going to Keep
'em Guessing.
Participation in the KeG Clug was solicited by encouraging readers
to 'join this club now. A closed mouth is the only dues; discretion
is the only entrance fee." 11 4
Silence was not the only thing demanded;_as was common across
the United States, hospital staff was encouraged to participate in
financing the war effort through the purchase of war bonds. In the
3rct War Loan Bond Drive-"Back the Attack-Buy War Bond"hospital staff officers reported a 68 percent participated rate while
nurses subscribed at a 78 percent rate.11 5
Conclusion
The station hospital Bulletin ceased publication in March 1944.
Station hospital staff had declined as men and nurses were moved
to field units, making it difficult to continue publication of the
weekly newsletter. The station hospital was overshadowed by the
infantry division, unit and. replacement training that had become
the primary mission of Camp Blanding. N_evertheless, the station
hospital and its staff made significant contributions to the Medical
Corps and to medical practice during World War II. In particular,
Camp Blanding Station Hospital provided trained personnel for
field assignments, developed casualty procedures that became
common practice during the war, trained Red Cross personnel who
staffed other ARC facilities, and conducted_important experiments
that influenced medical practice during and after the war.
Regrettably, there is no trace of the station hospital at Camp
Blanding. The buildings which comprised the largest U.S. Army
hospital in the South were either sold or demolished after the war
ended. Station Hospital site is now occupied by Camp Blanding
Headquarters Building.

114 The Bulletin, 2, no. 27 ,July 4, 1942.
115 Ibid., 3, no. 37, September 11, 1943.
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